We study the mean field dynamics of self-trapping in Bose-Einstein condensates loaded in deep optical lattices with Gaussian initial conditions. We calculate a detailed dynamical phase diagram accurately describing the different dynamical regimes (such as diffusion and self-trapping) that markedly differs from earlier predictions based on variational dynamics. The phase diagram exhibits a very complex structure which could readily be tested in current experiments. We derive an explicit theoretical estimate for the transition to self-trapping in excellent agreement with our numerical findings.
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Introduction.-Bose-Einstein condensates (BECs) trapped in periodic optical potentials have proven to be an invaluable tool to study fundamental and applied aspects of quantum optics, quantum computing and solid state physics [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . In the limit of large atom numbers per well, the dynamics can be well described by a mean-field approximation which leads to a lattice version of the Gross-Pitaevskii equation, the discrete nonlinear Schrödinger equation (DNLS) [5, 6] . One of the most intriguing features of the dynamics of nonlinear lattices is that excitations can spontaneously stably localize even for repulsive nonlinearities. This phenomenon of discrete self-trapping (ST), also referred to as the formation of discrete breathers (DB) or intrinsic localized modes, is a milestone discovery in nonlinear science that has sparked many studies (for reviews see [7, 8] ). DBs have experimentally been observed in various physical systems such as arrays of nonlinear waveguides [9, 10] and Josephson junctions [11, 12] , spins in antiferromagnetic solids [13, 14] , and BECs in optical lattices [15] . Theoretical studies of ST of BECs in optical lattices have mainly been carried out within the mean-field approximation (that will be used in this arcticle as well), however, ST has also been shown to exist in the dynamics of the Bose-Hubbard Hamiltonian (BHH) [16] and even in calculations beyond the BHH, which include higher-lying states in the individual wells [17, 18] .
An important aspect of ST, that is far from being fully understood, is how long term stable, self trapped states get populated by general excitations. One mechanism is self-localization (SL) where homogeneously extended or thermalized initial conditions can excite self trapped states in the presence of boundary (or more general localized) dissipation [19, 20] . SL leads to a complex ST scenario [21] and persists beyond the mean field approximation [20, 22, 23] . Another approach is to study how generic wave packets can excite ST. In a seminal work Trombettoni and Semerzi [24, 25] developed a variational approach to study the mean field dynamics of Gaussian wave packets of BECs in optical lattices. They derived a dynamical phase diagram that separates ST from the diffusive and a solitonic regime and which has become a standard reference not only in the field. However, a recent study [26] indicated that numerical simulations can show strong deviations from the variational dynamics and thus the phase diagram of ref. [24] , therefore a theory of the ST of Gaussian wave packets is still illusive even in the mean field limit.
In this letter we identify suitable dynamical quantities that allow us to numerically differentiate the individual dynamical regimes and present a detailed dynamical phase diagram for initially Gaussian wave packets of BECs in deep optical lattices in the mean field limit. Furthermore, using the concept of the Peierls-Nabarro energy barrier we derive an explicit analytical expression estimating the border line between the diffusive and ST regimes that shows excellent agreement with the numerical phase diagram.
Model.-In the limit of large atom numbers per well, the dynamics of dilute Bose-Einstein condensates trapped in deep optical potentials are well described by the mean field Bose-Hubbard Hamiltonian [6, 25, 27] 
where M is the lattice size, |ψ n (t)| 2 is the norm (number of atoms at site n), U denotes the onsite interaction (between two atoms at a single lattice site), µ n is the onsite chemical potential and T is the strength of the tunnel coupling between adjacent sites. The corresponding dynamical equation is the discrete nonlinear Schrödinger equation (DNLS). In its dimensionless form it reads
for n = 1...M with ψ 0 = ψ M +1 = 0 , λ = 2U/T and n = µ n /T . The DNLS describes a high dimensional chaotic dynamical system. Its dynamics, however, in general is far from being ergodic and e.g. shows localization in the form of stationary DB (localized excitations pinned to the lattice) Fig.(1d) and so called moving breathers (MB) traversing the lattice [28] .
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Examples.-The different characteristic types of dynamics are exemplified in Fig. 1 : An initial condition that rapidly disperses, i.e. shows diffusive behavior, can be seen in Fig.1a . Moving solitonic solutions are strictly speaking not supported by the DNLS [29] , they emit radiation and will eventually be pinned to the lattice or diffusively spread. However, as in Fig. 1b , these losses of norm can become infinitesimally small so that these solutions remain traveling for extremely long times and can therefore be regarded as actual moving breather solutions for practical use. Finally an example of a stationary DB emerging from a Gaussian initial condition is shown in Fig. 1c . Exact DB solutions were calculated analytically in [30, 31] for a system of three sites (trimer). For larger lattices the DB solutions can be numerically calculated using the anti-continuous method [32] [33] [34] or a Newton method [35] . To prepare an experimental system in such exact breather states is usually not feasible in practice. So a prediction is needed when more general localized states, that can be easily be prepared in experiment, will show self trapping and remain (at least with a substantial part of their norm) localized.
Variational approach.-In [24, 25] the dynamics of Gaussian wave packets initially defined by
was studied using a variational collective coordinate approach (a technique very successfully applied in a variety of different fields [36, 37] ). It leads to approximate equations of motion for the conjugate variables (p, ξ) and (δ, √ α) [24, 25] . This variational approach (VA) assumes that the excitation is well approximated by a Gaussian at all times. The effective (approximate) Hamiltonian is [25] 
with η = Here we will only discuss the case of an untilted trapping potential and hence V (α, ξ) = 0. Ref. [24] derived a phase diagram for the VA dynamics, predicting for which initial parameters the Gaussian wave packets would either decay, lead to solitonic moving excitations or remain localized in a self trapped state. These theoretical predictions however disagree with numerical simulations of the actual DNLS dynamics, because the final dynamical state will in most cases be highly nonGaussian and the VA breaks down, as already pointed out recently in [26] . The examples presented above are representative cases where the VA fails. Figure 1a shows diffusion, while the VA predicts a self-trapped state for this initial condition. In Fig. 1b we find a moving breather while the VA predicts diffusive behavior. Thus a complete and detailed phase diagram predicting the final dynamical state of initially Gaussian wave packets is still missing.
Order parameters.-In order to compute such a phase diagram we need criteria to distinguish the different dynamical regimes. This separation is non-trivial, as part of the atom cloud can remain trapped in one region while another part diffuses in the remainder of the lattice. It appears therefore that a single order parameter does not suffice to distinguish the different dynamical regimes. We will, however, be able to separate between the regimes by defining a local norm and local average current as 
where x max is the central site at which N loc (x) assumes its maximum. Both quantities were evaluated after an evolution time of τ = 10000 and averaged over the last 10% of the time steps. The width a was chosen as the smallest integer ≥ √ α 0 . N and J together suffice to define the different regimes of diffusion, moving breathers and DBs. In the diffusive regime both order parameters are small. Moving breathers are characterized by large N due to the localization and large J because of the movement of the excitation. In the ST regime one finds large local norms but nearly vanishing currents due to the stationarity of the solutions. Fig. 2 shows J and N as a function of the initial phase difference p 0 and the nonlinearity λ for α 0 = 1. (A plot for α 0 = 4 can be found in the supplemental material.) The examples of Fig. 1 are marked in Fig. 2 by different symbols and demonstrate how the above criteria can be used to distinguish the dynamical regimes (a cut along cos(p 0 ) = 0.88 can be found in the supplemental material). The dashed lines in Fig. 2 show the prediction of Ref. [24] of the transition between the dynamical regimes. It is clear from the figure, that the VA does not well predict the actual evolution of Gaussian initial-conditions in the DNLS. Below we will therefore use a different approach to theoretically study the ST transition of Gaussian wave packets (solid black line in Fig. 2 ).
Theory.-The ability of localized excitations to move inside a lattice can be analyzed using the concept of the Peierls Nabarro energy barrier. The exact DB solution forming a single peak centered at a single lattice site (denoted cp for "central peak") is a local maximum in the energy. This solutions can be numerically constructed using the methods described in Refs. [32] [33] [34] [35] . They correspond to elliptic fixed points in phase space [38] which are separated from moving and chaotic solutions by saddle points in the energy landscape. These saddle points correspond to another kind of stationary solutions centered between two lattice sites called central bond (cb) states. They are unstable [38] and have a lower energy content then cp-solutions. Due to continuity these solutions are assumed to be intermediate states for an excitation to hop between lattice sites. A crucial condition for a localized excitation to move across the lattice thus is that the initial energy is lower than the energy of a cb-solution such that this crossover state cannot act as a barrier. Self-trapping on the other hand requires the initial energy to be between the maximum energy state cp and cb which can now act as a barrier in phase space and inhibits migration. This energy gap between cp and cb is referred to as the Peierls Nabarro (PN) barrier [30, 38, 39] . So in other words self trapping requires a non vanishing PN barrier.
The PN barrier for excitations of norm n = 1 is shown in Fig. 3 Above a threshold nonlinearity of λ P N ≈ 1.3 the PN barrier is substantially non-zero. An important aspect to consider is that only a fraction of the norm of the initial Gaussian will actually be trapped when a breather is created (and this norm will be smaller the further the phase differences p 0 of the Gaussian deviates from the phase difference of the breather fixed point, i.e. p = π or cos(p) = −1). The rest can either spread diffusively throughout the lattice or form smaller moving breather-like excitations. Our theoretical analysis focuses on the self trapped fraction of norm and thus the existence of a non-zero PN barrier corresponding to the respective fraction of norm n. This of course leaves the background unattended yet proves to be a valid approximation. The energy of an arbitrary state of norm n compared to the state of the same shape but of unit norm scales according to E(λ, n) = n · E(λ · n, 1), which follows directly from Eq. (1). (And it is easy to see from Eq. (2) that both states will follow the same dynamics when λ is scaled accordingly.) For the central-bond state we find
A second condition for ST is, that the energy of the stationary solution has to be provided by our initial Gaussian, Eq. (3), because energy is a conserved quantity. It can be approximated by
, which we found to agree very well with the numerically obtained values for the exact DNLS energy H. In accordance with our two criteria we make the following Ansatz to estimate λ c , the critical nonlinearity at the transition to self trapping:
where ε = λ P N · H cb (λ P N , 1). We extract ε from Fig. 3 where we find the cb-energy at λ P N to be H cb (λ P N , 1) ≈ 1.0723 leading to ε ≈ 1.37. With this we obtain
providing a theoretical estimate for the transition to the ST regime (Fig. 2) . For a phase difference of p 0 = π, i.e. matching the fixed point phase difference, these two conditions indicate the transition between the two regimes at n c ≈ 0.95 and λ c ≈ 1.35. If we compare this theoretical prediction with the numerical data in Fig.(2) , from which we read λ c = 1.35, we find an excellent agreement. For other phase differences the norm that self traps is smaller, however, we still find very good agreement with the numerical data.
Phase diagram.-Finally we construct the dynamical phase diagram which assigns every initial condition to a specific dynamical regime by defining suitable thresholds for our order parameters N and J . Figure 2 shows remarkably sharp transitions in the maximum local probability current. Therefore J was used as a principal indicator required to be very low for ST. We fix J thrs = 0.002 as the border for the ST regime. N on the other hand can be used to delimit the diffusive regime [40] To this purpose we calculated the probability density function (pdf) of N (see supplemental material) in the diffusive case where the single site norms are known to be exponentially distributed [21] in a purely stochastic approach. We consider a specific initial condition which leads to vanishing current to be self-trapped if its evolution leads to a maximum local norm N that is sufficiently unlikely to be found in any diffusive state. As the threshold N thrs we define the norm where the pdf of N falls below p T = 10 −4 [41] . We find N thrs = 0.028 for α 0 = 1 and N thrs = 0.032 for α 0 = 4. With this thresholds we obtain the dynamical phase diagram shown in Fig. 2b . It is strikingly different from the prediction of the VA, however, the observed ST transition is in excellent agreement with Eq. (7) (solid black line).
To identify higher order self-trapped excitations of more complex structure (see Fig. 1d ) in our phase diagram, we use a third order parameter, the local energy H loc (x) = x+a n=x−a λ 2 |ψ n | 4 − x+a n=x−a−1 1 2 (ψ * n ψ n+1 + c.c.) in the vicinity of x max measured against the fixed point energy, i.e. H(λ) = H loc (x max )/H cp (λ, 1). For higher order the ST we found H 1 in contrast to H ≈ 1 for DB centered around a single site. We chose H thrs = 0.8 and marked this regime in black in Fig. 2b .
In conclusion we have studied the dynamics of Bose Einstein Condensates in periodic optical potentials calculating a detailed phase diagram for the dynamics of Gaussian inital conditions. It not only seperates the different dynamical regimes (diffusive, moving breathers, self-trapping) but also shows the emergence of higher order self-trapped breather states. We derived an explicit expression for the nonlinearity strength at the transition to the ST regime, in very good agreement with the numerical data. Gaussian initial conditions can be well controlled in experiments on BECs [5] and our predictions can therefore readily be tested experimentally. Our results do not only apply to BECs, however, but to all the various systems described by the DNLS. For BECs it poses an interesting open question how correlations will affect the phase diagram beyond the mean-field descrip-tion of the DNLS.
I. SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL
A cut through the phase diagram.-The phase diagram of Fig. 2 shows a remarkable transition from diffusive to moving breather behavior back to diffusive motion and than to self trapping for cos(p 0 ) 0.88. In Fig. 4 we shows curves of the order parameters as a function of the nonlinearity λ for cos(p 0 ) = 0.88, illustrating the sharp features in the order parameters at the transitions between the different regimes.
Defining N thrs -In order to find a suitable upper threshold of the maximal local norm in the diffusive regime we calculate the cumulative probability density function (pdf) of N in the diffusive case where the single site norms are known to be exponentially distributed p = M · e −M x [21] . Assuming statistical independents in this regime gives the pdf of the maximum single site norm as
. A DB however is localized over several sites around the maximum. Therefore we need to calculate the PDF of the local norm within a range of a sites on either side of the maximum. The PDF of the sum of two single-site norms is given by the convolution of the two PDFs. For r sites with exponentially distributed norms we can thus calculate the PDF of norms iteratively by p r = p r−1 * p, where * denotes convolution. The PDF of the local norm in the range of 2a sites around the maximum can consequently be expressed as p N = p 2a * p max . Let us examine an initial condition which leads to vanishing current J . We will consider it to be self-trapped if its evolution leads to a maximum local norm N that is sufficiently unlikely to be found in the diffusive state. We define as the threshold N thrs the norm for which the PDF falls below p T = 10 −4 . We find N thrs = 0.028 for α 0 = 1 and N thrs = 0.032 for α 0 = 4. However, our results are not sensitive to the exact value of this parameter p T . As- The black vertically dashed line corresponds to the predicted transition between the MB-and the DB regime of [24] , the red vertically dashed lines indicate our prediction Eq.(7). The horizontal red line in the N thrs -inset denotes the critical norm at the transition from our analytics in very good agreement with the numerical data. Order parameters for α = 4- Figure 6 shows the three order parameters J , H and N for α = 4, which give rise to the phaseportrait for α = 4 Fig. 2b (bottom) . [24] to mark the transition between different dynamical regimes. The solid line is our analytical estimate on the transition between the moving breather-and the ST regime, Eq.(7).
